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Calling artists working in all disciplines 
Blue Sky Museums 

During the Covid-19 period, Arts&Heritage is initiating an ambitious new project, 
investing in the sheer audaciousness that artists often bring to contemporary projects – 
their imagination. We are releasing the details of six museums that we have previously 
worked with – ranging from the intimate Shandy Hall, popular with many contemporary 
artists, writers, musicians and other unconventional thinkers, to the wild, poetic moors 

surrounding the Brontë Parsonage museum. 
We want to receive ideas that are truly Blue Sky thinking. Blue Sky Museums is not for 
those seeking a project that will actually happen – but think, if you could make anything 
in response to this museum, what would it be? We are looking for maximum creativity 

and want to receive your imagined commission in visual, audio, film – or any other form 
we can display on our website. 

We will select 25 bold, imaginative, Blue Sky thinking ideas. We would like to stress that 
the responses we are inviting from you will not result in a full-scale commission – this is 

an opportunity for artists to engage in untethered idea development without the 
restrictions of practical delivery or limitation of a budget. Don’t think about how it could 
be made or the cost of it – just send us good visuals, film edits, sound files – anything 
that gives a clear, lively description of your idea. The response you send us is, in itself, 

the artwork, so stretch your imagination and ambition to its fullest. 

Each artistic response we select to show online will receive £500. We want to 
demonstrate that artists generate extraordinary ways to experience and look at the past 

and place a new lens on heritage narratives.  

Further information and all six museum briefs can be found here:  
https://www.artsandheritage.org.uk/2020/05/05/launching-blue-sky-museums/ 
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